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About This Game

In Scavenger, you play as a broken space ship. With nothing but your ships' core, that powers everything else, and a cockpit, you
must use your tractor beam to attach components to your ship, and survive.

With over 30 different modules to discover, upgrade or find, every ship offers something new. From first generation double
barreled cannons, to upgraded, second generation turrets like the Deathbeam, lay waste to as many enemies as you can.

Discover components and modules for your ship

Upgrade by combining modules together, to create more powerful, newer generations of turrets

Fight bosses, and proceed in an ever increasing difficulty
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AWFUL HE MOVES ABOUT 6424678978785794364578875735957594754783497589464892677124578875322568908642
345677533457765544456789998765432287469875098258549587138562652378556349506278564026072569854852665786
5285929670964 TIMES FASTER THAN HE SHOULD GAME LOOKS EASY BUT ITS NOT HE ALMOST TELEPORTS
ALSO IF YOU SOMEHOW YOU MANAGE AFTER 586752407418485898668857095766572650547272608717185477670
743588540567157710101787435896545658575785577856547575476578567657887948759879598287957897895289
YEARS LATER YOU GET THE CONTROLS DOWN YOU CANT EVEN HIT HIM OR THEM THEY WONT GET HURT
THIS GAME \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN SUCKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Others have described how random the battles are with
outcomes being more about luck than the actual skills that you build. You can easily wipe out one opponent at x level and then
get stuck in an endless cycle of losing when you meet that same opponent again. I spent two hours trying to beat a level 16 that I
handily beat in a previous match. I am currently level 21. Furthermore, as you progress, the battles get longer and longer.
Despite the fact I am probably somewhere about midway through the game, each major battle is taking somewhere between
15-20 minutes. Hence, when you lose, it quite sucks. Not to mention that every time you lose, you have to battle "mirror"
you--another tedious battle that takes around five minutes, but one you are at least guaranteed to win. And, you have to win the
battle with your mirror before you can reface the opponent you lost to. I didn't rage quit this game after two hours of fighting
the same battle over and over, but more like extreme annoyed quit.

Furthermore, some of the main reasons that I love rpg games are because of the stories and also exploration. I think there was a
story, but it's so thin that I don't remember what it was, and there is no exploration. You just move from battle to battle in a
sparse overworld and that's about it.. plays pretty cool with a controller but has pretty long loading times.

also freaks me out somtimes because one of the noises the alien makes sounds like it is saying my name. Very interesting and
involved story. I found myself feeling bad for the homunculi but at the same time understood how the Faust ended up in such a
mindset. His daughter is all that matters to him, he makes it clear right out the gate.

Sending the homunculi on jobs is fairly simple once you get into the routine and is similar to some "clicker" games in that
respect. The transmuting on the other hand is a little tougher if you're aiming for a specific type, but through some moderate
trial and error you eventually get the hang of it and if you can't remember how to summon a specific one you can just check the
journal. I think if the journal had them "preset" like the memories it might be better since finding by type can bit a bit tedious.

As for the music was fitting and the art has a certain charm to it that's very fitting given the premise of the game.
As for the endings... considering the type of person he is, they are fitting. The "true" ending is a little convoluted and leaves
some questions, but otherwise is good.

Small addition: For the Inquisitor DLC, I would have liked a bit more info on the Inquisitor himself. I'm pretty sure I get what
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happened after completing all ending, but a bit more about him originally would've been nice. It also makes a lot more sense
once you complete the endings.

Overall I'd say 8/10 since I really enjoyed it, but since completed all achievements/endings its unlikely I'd replay it. Worth the
money though.. Dear Hoo-Boy
I hate you. I hate your candy land, your stupid insects, your fish on meth, and especially your godforsaken buzzsaws. You are a
menace to all things dressed as cute platformers.

In my hours playing you I felt great pain. WHY DO FISH LIVE IN A FROZEN WORLD WITH BUZZ SAWS! Who
traumatized you as a child to make this game?!?

In saying that, it was very fun. My friends enjoyed watching me rip my hair out.

It is fun, makes you think, and isn't THAT difficult, save for a few PAINFUL levels. Well worth the price.

DO NOT PLAY WHILE UNDER ANY OTHER INFLUENCE, IT BECOMES HARDER!.. I really enjoy this game and would
definitely recommend it to my friends.
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Blinding Dark is an immensely short first person horror game clocking around about 2.5 hours if you're not getting stumped or
killed constantly. The game is fun and charming to begin with as it's going for a very Clive Barker's Undying style of gameplay
as well as some of the funny writing in a specific journal entry citing that the main character might
have\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665his pants so that was pretty amusing. Things seem alright if somewhat derivitave
from the get-go (You lost you memory, in some spoopy place, etc, etc, we've seen it before) but as you get further and further
into the game, things start to take a downward spiral from the confusing, to the annoying, to the outright frustrating and then to
the utterly disappointing. I like the game in a weird charming way but it doesn't get that 'So bad that it's good' vibe like it had in
the beginning as at the end it had more of a 'I feel rather disappointed now' kind of vibe. But I'll break it down to pros and cons
because TL;DR amirite?

Pros:
- A refreshing take on the rather dull first person indie horror game
- Weapons to fight monsters
- Some interesting monster and weapon designs, taking from different folklores across the world
- Dark, gothic atmosphere
- Has plenty of old school elements, running around collecting random items is quite fun
- First person platforming is actually not bad, utilizing the sprint and jump keys properly can take you far
- Some fairly unique weapons, ranging from the standard revolver up to a large shield to deflect enemy projectiles
- Voice acting is alright, but sometimes it's hilarious
- Fighting enemies does have strategy as you can cancel and stagger their attacks with a well-timed swing or shot rendering them
vulnerable, very rare for these indie horror games
- Easy achievements for those who crave them

Cons:
- Repetitive levels, pretty much everywhere looks the same all throughout the game
- \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t enemies, enemies can hit you seemingly at random when you're clearly out
of range
- Very small hitboxes, you will miss plenty of revolver shots and you will hate yourself for it
- Some weapons are useless and an absolute joke, certain weapons work for certain enemies but sometimes they bug out and the
final weapon is terribly underpowered and doesn't even work on the typical grunts
- The Doppleganger, you will hate this guy to your very core as he's the most \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
enemy who is impossibly fast and can hit you from literally anywhere with a stupendous damage output and he WILL kill you
but unlike all other enemies he will permanantly steal mana from the player which
will\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you off
- The sprint mechanic is stupid, it's the classic "player has to stop moving to catch their breath" kind of sprinting which should
never be the case and wastes the time of players and ruins the pacing of the game and it will happen all the time unless you
exploit it easily by sprinting sideways or backwards
- The story is extremely thread-bare and you will find yourself not giving a single\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I
don't care about stories in games but it's a horror game, it has to have some intrigue in the story
- The final boss isn't even a boss - it's basically an arena where you fight hordes of enemies you have been fighting throughout
the whole game with a great, big spoopy monster in the background (Although it does look pretty cool)
- The ending is perhaps the least satisfying ending in gaming history, sure it's going for this whole episodic thing but it just ends
with blank text like an NES game saying "Conglaturation!!! A Winner is You!" and then kicks you right back to the menu -
RIVETING!
- Only one difficulty called "Buttface", that's not what it's called but it's what I call it because it only has a single difficulty with
no name
- 2.5 hours is far too short for the majority of people
- And finally for a 2 hour experience where there's pretty much no need to go back and play through it again especially since
you will most likely get every single achievement in that one sitting without needing to even think about it

It's a game with a ton of charm and had such a promising concept that it could have been so much more but sadly it's a game
that falls flat on it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665from a 10ft drop to a concrete pavement and you'll feel really
disappointed when the game finally comes to an insultingly abrupt close. Though if there will be an ACT 2 then I would love to
see if the devs made some much needed improvements to really flesh the entire game out - there's a lot of potential here and I
love my horror FPS a LOT. So yeah, there you have it, my pointless review on Blinding Dark which won't be read by anyone
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ever :D. This DLC is extremely unfair to be honest.

The game takes away all your gear and potions. The vendors in Act V don't carry potions to cure debuffs. Unless you have a
caster that can heal everything, you're \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed.

Extremely difficult even on the easiest difficulty. If you don't have a perfect party, you're screwed. There's no way to back out
once you start too. Only way is to completely reload a old save before you even started (usually at the end of Act IV).

V out of X. good story and gameplay. Still thrying to beat ep. 2. :D. Once again the player takes control of Frederic Chopin, now
transformed to a hip rockstar, who must rescue his three muses from an(other) evil villain and, same as the first game, must
battle through a group of global musicians who stand in his way.

It seems that the developers were going for an original take on the music for the game(there are no remixes of Chopin
compositions here, unlike the first game). The music is just as addicting and exciting as the first game, but it's quite
disappointing that they removed Chopin's music that made the first game so special and memorable. It's slightly more difficult,
but other than that, it's exactly the same game. Gameplay has not changed, plot is just as laughably over the top with the same
cheesy animation and voice acting, only this time with twice the amount of pop culture references including Michael Jackson,
Kiss, Lady Gaga, etc. But, nevertheless, a fun game to try out.

In fact, it's the only game where you will see Frederic Chopin, a Polish composer who suffered from tuberculosis throughout his
entire life, transform into a muscular rockstar and battle against a gigantic robot with his awesome musicality.

7\/10
. Overkill, Overkill, shut up and take my money

New guns are always awesome. MG42 has a wicked rof, Nagant has \/k\/ creaming themselves, Sterling takes the crown from
the Uzi as best smg and the C96 Mauser is a C96 Mauser.

The new masks and materials are pretty sweet. Patton is my favorite of the four.

Okay so here's my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665fest:
Potato Masher - Come on, it's a grenade, why can't we throw it like one?
Nagant - Overkill really dropped the ball with no Obrez configuration.
C96 Mauser - bonus points for Han's DL44, penalty points for no M712 (automatic version)

All in all it's a great pack to buy for a new player. You get a lmg, a sniper rifle, a deathwish-viable secondary in the sterling smg
and Han Solo's blaster. If you're an achievement \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, buy it now, otherwise buy it on sale.. If you
like 8-bit era, then you should try Alien Splatter Redux.. The game was pretty simple to learn and enjoyable for the roughly 20
minutes it took to complete all the levels.

I agree with some of the other reviews saying it should have some sort of save feature, but it wasn't game-breaking for me
(probably because I didn't quit the game assuming I could pick up where I left off.

Definitely worth the $1 asking price.. I love this game, It's like super mario bros fo wii u.
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